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Abstract 

Dr Inventor is a system that is at once, a computational 
model of creative thinking and also a tool to ignite the 
creativity process among its users. Dr Inventor uncov-
ers creative bisociations between semi-structured doc-
uments like academic papers, patent applications and 
psychology materials, by adopting a “big data” perspec-
tive to discover creative comparisons. The Dr Inventor 
system is described focusing on the transformation of 
this textual information into the graph-structure re-
quired by the creative cognitive model. Results are de-
scribed using data from both psychological test materi-
als and published research papers. The operation of Dr 
Inventor for both focused creativity and open ended 
creativity is also outlined. 

Introduction 

This paper describes the Dr Inventor project that is both a 
creativity support tool while its internal operation means 
that is also functions as a model of creative discovery. One 
of the core artifacts processed by Dr Inventor to boost sci-
entific creativity is represented by Research Objects (RO) 
(Belhajjame et al., 2012), which are creative academic out-
puts including academic publications, patent applications 
and related data. Dr Inventor aims to actively explore crea-
tive bisociations (Koestler, 1964) between these Research 
Objects using a cognitively inspired model of creative 
thinking. This paper adopts a big data perspective on Re-
search Objects attempting to uncover latent creative com-
parisons that might lie undiscovered within its dataset. Dr 
Inventor directly addresses two of Honavar’s (2014) facets 
of computationally mediated scientific discovery: firstly 
the development of computational representations and sec-
ondly, computationally augmenting scientific discovery. 

This paper is structured as follows. We first present a 
case for bisociative and analogy-based creativity, address-
ing some issues arising from Boden’s attribution of bi-
sociative reasoning to a category called “combinatorial 
creativity” (Boden, 1998). We then describe the Dr Inven-
tor model, focusing on the processes that enable it to iden-
tify analogies between its text-based inputs. Next, we out-
line some results from text-based sources including human 
psychological tests and published research papers, illustrat-

ing its operation as both a tool for focused creativity and 
also for open ended creativity. Finally a summary and 
some concluding remarks are made.  

Analogical Reasoning and Creativity  
The model of bisociative reasoning developed in this paper 
is built primarily on a computational model of analogical 
reasoning, which is extended to include additional back-
ground information. While computational treatments of 
analogy originally focused on the analogy per se, recent 
attention has focused more on situated models addressing 
topics like Ravens Progressive Matrices (Kunda, 
McGreggor and Goel, 2013). The analogy process provides 
a unique perspective from which to view computational 
creativity, lying at the crossroad of research in areas in-
cluding cognitive science (Gick and Holyoak, 1980), de-
velopmental psychology (Rattermann and Gentner, 1998), 
computer science (Ramscar and Yarlett, 2003; 
O'Donoghue, Bohan and Keane, 2006; O'Donoghue and 
Keane, 2012) and neuroscience (Green et al., 2010) . Re-
search in these areas often constrain one another and offer 
the possibility of uncovering truly deep insights into the 
creative process. This may ultimately lead to formation of 
a cohesive multi-perspectival vision of one mode of crea-
tivity.  

Analogy in Creative Reasoning 
Psychological evidence has highlighted people’s ability to 
reason using analogical comparisons in the laboratory set-
ting (Gick and Holyoak, 1980). Subjects are typically pre-
sented with two analogous stories and are required to de-
velop the latent analogy as a key to solving a problem in 
one of those stories. Later in this paper we shall demon-
strate Dr Inventor’s ability to take the texts used in these 
psychology tests and develop the same analogies as ob-
served in (many) human participants in these trials.  
 The use of analogy has also been described in a “real 
world” scenario. Blanchette and Dunbar (2001) recorded 
and described the use of real-world analogies during labor-
atory meetings of molecular biologists and immunologists. 
They examined 16 different meetings in a number of dif-
ferent laboratories. They identified over 99 analogical 
comparisons and scientists typically used anything from 3 
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to 15 analogies in a one-hour meeting. The majority of the 
analogies discovered were between biological and immu-
nological information – the so called “within-domains” 
analogies. However , the authors noted that scientists used 
more “between-domains” analogies (involving semantical-
ly distant source domains such as literature or engineer-
ing), when the goal involved a creative task such as formu-
lating an hypothesis.  

Goldschmidt et al, (2011) and others have highlighted 
that “problem fixation” often frustrates peoples efforts to 
think creatively. That is, people experience difficulties in 
seeing new uses for existing information. The authors ar-
gue that to overcome this fixation and to promote creative 
thinking, that people be presented with semantically distant 
comparisons for a given problem.  Research by Bowden et 
al (2005) and others has highlighted that insight occurs 
when problem solvers suddenly see a connection that pre-
viously eluded them. One possible mechanism of support-
ing insight is the discovery or a creative bisociations, like 
analogies and blends (Fauconnier and Turner, 1998).  

Analogy and Transformational Creativity 

Margaret Boden (Boden, 1990) offers three well-known 
levels of creativity, with increasingly impressive impact at 
the levels of improbable, exploratory or transformational 
creativity. Boden argues that analogy is effectively the 
lowest form of creativity (improbable); however we argue 
that when analogical reasoning is seen within the context 
of a cohesive system of human reasoning the picture is less 
clear. If the inferences mandated by an analogy contradict 
some fundamental axiomatic belief, especially beliefs with 
that numbers of associated deductions and inferences, then 
resolving this contradiction might well involve the “shock 
and amazement” associated with Boden's highest level of 
transformational creativity. It appears that analogies may in 
fact, drive creativity at any of Boden’s levels of creativity. 
Our creativity model is domain independent and does not 
include a pragmatic component or domain context. So, as 
our model does not use domain-specific knowledge, argua-
bly it cannot be easily cast as one of improbable, explora-
tory or transformational creativity in Boden’s terms.  

Creativity Producers and Consumers  
Creativity is generally seen from the perspective of the 
creator. But, Dr Inventor needs to make a distinction be-
tween itself and its users who are consumers of its creative 
outputs. O’Donoghue and Keane (2012) made the point 
that a creative process may present a creative comparison 
so as to highlight the latent similarities, perhaps using ter-
minology that highlights this commonality. However, dis-
covering such creative comparisons will generally have to 
combat these differences in order to discover that com-
monality ab initio. 
 When they encounter a creative artefact, the interested 
consumer should also experience an episode of creativity, 
once they engage properly with the artefact. The process of 
engaging with a creative artefact should empower the con-
sumer, ultimately leading them to a new conceptual space 

akin to that of the creator. If the artefact doesn't cause this 
reaction, then its creative impact is greatly lessened and 
may be considered less creative. So, a truly creative output 
is not merely a recorded by-product of the creative experi-
ence of its creator, but it must also engender creativity 
within those consumers that engage properly with it. To 
achieve this, creative artefacts must have communicative 
potential and arguably, multiple creative artefacts may be 
necessary to clarify a new conceptual space - or to con-
vince an unwilling consumer. 
 We call secondary creativity the act of engaging with a 
creative artefact so as to transform ones conceptual space, 
with primary creativity being the initial creative episode. 
We believe that secondary creativity is also essential for 
truly creative artefacts, helping wide adoption of this new 
perspective. Dr Inventor is concerned with both finding 
creative bisociations and with presenting these outputs to 
its users. It will use both ontology and visual analytics to 
support this secondary creativity.  

Dr Inventor 

Dr Inventor is a computationally creativity system that can 
both model scientific creativity and can also use its outputs 
to stimulate creative thinking within its users. It is as con-
cerned with the process of creativity as it is with the prod-
ucts that arise from these processes (Stojanov and 
Indurkhya, 2012). Dr Inventor is built on a cognitively 
inspired model of human bisociative reasoning, based on 
analogical comparisons and the counterpart projection of 
conceptual blends (Fauconnier and Turner, 1998; Veale, 
O'Donoghue and Keane, 2000). CrossBee (Jursic et al., 
2012) looked at exploring scientific papers, its focus lay in 
finding bridging terms between them. The focus of Dr In-
ventor is on finding and extending systemic similarities for 
creative purposes. 

 This paper focuses primarily on three of the four spaces 
of conceptual blending, namely the two input descriptions 
and the generic space. The dotted lines in Figure 1 indicate 
the correspondences between these inputs, derived with the 
help of Gentner’s structure mapping theory (1983). Dr In-
ventor’s 3-space model identifies a generic space contain-

Counterpart 
mapping Input 

ROS-1 

Generic and 
Ontology 

Input 
ROS-2 

Output ROS 

Figure 1: Conceptual spaces used by the bisociative model of 
Dr Inventor including the analogically founded mapping be-

tween the inputs 
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ing the ontological similarity between paired relations from 
the Input 1 and Input 2. Dr Inventor thus identifies the ge-
neric space corresponding to the aligned items from the 
bisociation. This generic space also enables Dr Inventor to 
monitor the semantic congruity within a bisociation, to 
uncover comparisons more in fitting with the users’ needs. 
Finally, the output space represents the new interpretation 
of one of those inputs. As each “target” maybe re-
interpreted by multiple sources, and because that target 
may also act as a source for some other Research Object 
Skeleton (ROS), each newly created ROS is stored sepa-
rately. For simplicity, this paper generally uses the terms 
source and target, unless specific point about the Blend is 
being made.  
 This means that a new ROS may act to later inspire sub-
sequent creativity. Thus, Dr Inventor can potentially oper-
ate as a “Self-sustaining” creativity model as of described 
in O’Donoghue et al (2014). One of the chief obstacles 
hindering Dr Inventor in achieving this self-sustaining cre-
ativity lies in the quality of the new ROS and a sufficiently 
diverse knowledge base from which to progress.  
 The core data artefacts used by Dr Inventor are Research 
Objects (Belhajjame et al., 2012), which are research out-
puts including publications, patents, data, software 
(O'Donoghue et al., 2014b), social network information 
and other resources. Dealing with such heterogeneous data 
sources, characterized by consistent amounts of infor-
mation to integrate and process, big data approaches and 
technologies are essential in order to enable the computa-
tional approaches to creativity in Dr Inventor. This paper 
focuses on the textual contents of RO, particularly of pub-
lications and patents. These documents are first subject to a 
number of processing activities to properly mine their con-
tents in order to generate inputs that are useful to Dr Inven-
tor's analogy-based model.  
 From each RO Dr Inventor generates a graph-based rep-
resentation called the Research Object Skeleton (ROS) 
representing the key concepts and relationships extracted 
from that RO. Dr Inventor identifies similarities between 
these ROS with a view to extending these similarities and 
uncovering creative possibilities.   

Dr Inventor Model 
The overall Dr Inventor model contains components that 
deal with document summarization, information extraction; 
ontology learning, matching and personal recommenda-
tion; ROS generation, assessment, similarity and analo-
gy/blending; validation, mapping, retrieval and finally vis-
ual analytics. The discussion in this paper will focus on the 
ROS generation, analogy/blending model and the creativity 
assessment components. 

Mining Textual Contents to Populate ROS 
In Dr Inventor, Research Object Skeletons (ROSs) are built 
by mining the contents aggregated by the corresponding 
Research Objects (ROs). To populate a ROS, Dr Inventor 
mainly relies on the extraction of information from the 
textual contents of a RO. To analyze these contents, Dr 
Inventor integrates a Natural Language Processing Pipeline 

(DRI-NLP pipeline) that aggregates and customizes several 
Information Extraction (Piskorski and Yangarber, 2013) 
and Text Summarization (Saggion, 2014) approaches and 
tools. 
 Since scientific publications constitute one of the main 
kinds of textual documents included in a RO, DRI-NLP 
pipeline has been properly structured to support the analy-
sis of research papers. The great majority of papers are 
currently available as PDF files. As a consequence, the 
conversion of PDF into plain text constitutes an essential 
prerequisite to properly perform any further text analysis. 
To this purpose, DRI-NLP pipeline relies on PDFX 
(Constantin, Pettifer and Voronkov, 2013) that converts a 
PDF document of a scientific publication to a semi-
structured text (XML). The plain text output of PDFX is 
thus processed so as to identify sentences by means of a 
custom rule-based sentence splitter. Each sentence is pro-
cessed by means of the MATE dependency parser (Bohnet, 
2010) to extract dependency relations which are represent-
ed in a dependency tree. DRI-NLP pipeline dependency 
parser has been customized in order to properly deal with 
several peculiarities of scientific publications, including 
the presence of inline citations. In particular, inline citation 
markers like “(AuthorA et al.)” or “(1)” are excluded from 
the dependency tree if they have no syntactic functions in 
the sentence where they are present. Dr Inventor is focused 
on the discipline of computer graphics as its test-bed, thus 
a particular challenge has been dealing with the many 
mathematical expressions in these papers and allowing 
their treatment separately from the main body of the text. 
Besides dependency parsing, DRI-NLP pipeline enables 
the creation extractive summaries of papers by ranking 
their sentences by relevance (Saggion, 2014). 

 As result of dependency parsing, each word of a sen-
tence is characterized by its Part-Of-Speech (POS) (noun, 
verb, adjective, etc.) and dependency relations (subject, 
object, verb chain, modifier of nominal, etc.). The linguis-
tic information extracted from each publication can be 
condensed in the tables: the Syntactic dependency and the 
POS tag table. In particular, Figure 2 focuses on the analy-
sis of a specific sentence taken from the abstract of a paper. 
 While Dr Inventor is focused on the test-bed of comput-
er graphics publications, it remains a general model capa-
ble of dealing with arbitrary text inputs. This paper also 
uses data derived from psychology text materials and work 
is ongoing using the texts of patent applications.   

Figure 2: Processing PDF papers by Dr Inventor Natural Lan-
guage Processing Pipeline 
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ROS Generation 
The next task for Dr Inventor is to generate a ROS from 
the results of the parsing process. The representation we 
chose for these graphs is sufficiently general to represent 
different types of RO. Since we want to structure objects 
and their inter-relationships this information is stored as a 
graph, aimed at supporting the later structure mapping pro-
cess (Gentner, 1983).  

 Each ROS is constructed as an attributed relational 
graph (ARG), which is a directed graph where nodes and 
edges may contain additional properties like labels, catego-
ries and numeric values. If required, we can store addition-
al identifying information (e.g. Author, Affiliation, etc.) 
within the graph, but this information is not required for 
the analogy process per se.  

 The primary information in a ROS is the concept nodes 
(nouns) and the relationships (verbs) between them. Con-
cept nodes are not linked directly to one another but are 
connected with relation nodes. To generate the ROS we 
use the general structure “subject” – “verb” – object” - as 
required by SMT. These triples arise from the dependency 
and POS tables as the input to ROS generation. Early test-
ing has shown that taking triples directly from the depend-
ency table typically leaves many of them incomplete, leav-
ing ROS without the necessary structure to support identi-
fication of creative inter-domain correspondences. There-
fore, Dr Inventor performs a deeper exploration of the ta-
bles in order to generate more useable ROS structures.  
 By constructing a dependency graph from the tables and 
applying a set of heuristics to the graphs, a more complete 
set of triples is generated. The heuristics involve combin-
ing some of the nodes and tracing through the graph find-
ing pairs for each verb.  
 Figure 3 depicts two ROSs generated for the “Zerdia” 
and “Karla” stories (Table 1) used in human psychological 
studies (Gentner and Landers, 1985). They were generated 
by the text mining and ROS generation techniques dis-
cussed earlier, but some manual post-editing was per-
formed to identify co-referencing concepts nodes in the 
ROS. In the “Zerdia” story the word “it” is used twice, but 
the ROS were edited so one instance was replaced by the 
referent “Zerdia” and another by “Gagrach”. In the “Karla” 
story the word “she” refers to “Karla” and “he/him” refers 
to “hunter”. While these co-referents were resolved manu-
ally work is underway in the text pipeline to automatically 
resolve these referents.  
 Dr Inventor explicitly represents higher-order (causal 
relations connect first-order relations) relations within a 
ROS. A distinct set of nodes represents the higher-order 
relations, these connecting the first-order (and potentially 
other high-order) relations. However, ROS generated from 
within our Research Objects corpus show that high-order 
(causal) relations are rarely explicitly identified. As we 
shall see, this influenced our choice of mapping algorithm.  

Karla the Hawk: 
Karla, an old hawk, lived at the top of a tall oak tree. 
One afternoon, she saw a hunter on the ground with a 
bow and some crude arrows that had no feathers. The 

hunter took aim and shot at the hawk but missed. Karla 
knew the hunter wanted her feathers so she glided down 
to the hunter and offered to give him a few. The hunter 

was so grateful that he pledged never to shoot at a hawk 
again. He went off and shot a deer instead. 

 Zerdia True Analogy:  
Once there was a small country called Zerdia that 
learned to make the world’s smartest computer. One 
day Zerdia was attacked by its warlike neighbor, 
Gagrach. But the missiles were badly aimed and the 
attack failed. The Zerdian government realized that 
Gagrach wanted Zerdian computers so it offered to sell 
some of its computers to the country. The government of 
Gagrach was very pleased. It promised never to attack 
Zerdia again 
 

Table 1: Textual contents of “Karla” and “Zerdia” 

Figure 3: ROS for the “Karla” and “Zerdia” analogy used in human studies and Dr Inventor 
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Graph Storage 
Dr Inventor uses the Neo4j graph database to store its 
ROSs. Neo4j has as its core structures; nodes, relationships 
between them and properties on both, this being the same 
structure as the ARG. Additional information such as the 
SentenceID or SectionTitle for each triple can also be 
stored in the Neo4j database. This can be useful when we 
want to map only between particular sections (e.g. Abstract 
or Conclusion) and also to reference back to the original 
sentences from which the triples were extracted.  

Data Differences 
Previous analogy models like SME (Forbus, Ferguson and 
Gentner, 1994), IAM (Keane and Bradshaw, 1988) and 
Kilaza (O'Donoghue and Keane, 2012) used hand coded 
data. The ROS generated above differs from the earlier 
hand-coded data in at least two significant respects. First 
ROS contain very few high-order relations, which are 
heavily used by mapping models mentioned above. Dr 
Inventor does not focus on the hierarchical structure of 
hand-coded data, using instead some lower level topologi-
cal structure. Secondly (as mentioned in (O'Donoghue and 
Keane, 2012)) hand coded data often simplifies the com-
parison process by using relations that highlight the latent 
similarity. Dr Inventor must uncover and identify the hid-
den similarity even in the absence of such lexical cues.  

Dr Inventors Creativity Engine 

This paper focuses on the creativity engine that lies at the 
heart of Dr Inventor. Thus, we focus on creative analogy-
based comparisons and show a number of features of Dr 
Inventor that specifically attempt to support the identifica-
tion and generation of these creative analogies.  

Creative Analogies 

A number of properties appear to be shared amongst many 
creative analogical comparisons (O'Donoghue and Keane, 
2012) and these facets are used to generate novel and po-
tentially useful analogies and blends. Firstly the source 
(domain) of inspiration is typically semantically different 
from the given target problem. That is, creative sources 
tend to be sufficiently different and any similarity is non-
obvious and has not been previously explored in detail. 
Secondly, the creative source contains the necessary struc-
tural similarity that is required to generations of viable 
analogy with the given problem.  

To this end, Dr. Inventor specifically seeks out bisocia-
tions that involve two semantically distant domains, that 
form a rich inter-domain mapping and that yield inferences 
suggesting something new about one of those domains.  

Graph Mapping  
To support creative analogies Dr Inventor’s retrieval and 
mapping activities makes frequent use of topological fea-
tures derived from each ROS. For analogical mapping we 
exploit features such as type of the nodes (verb, noun), 
types of relationships (subject, object), degree (in-degree, 

out-degree) and node rank values calculated by Node Rank 
algorithm (Bhattacharya et al., 2012).  

We initiate the mapping process by calculating the Node 
Rank and by sorting the nodes in a descending order. The 
ranking allows us to start the graph matching process from 
the most centrally connected and useful node.  This will 
further be used to serve as a threshold to screen useful 
nodes to improve the performance of the mapping process. 
The results presented in this paper have been generated 
using smaller RO (such as the abstracts of graphics paper 
RO), so performance has not been an issue. However this 
situation will change when mapping between ROS with 
large number of nodes is required.  
 The relation (verb) nodes in each ROS are represented 
distinctly, with one instance of a relation node for each 
verb contained in the RO. Verb nodes are central to the 
process of representing the content of the RO, however 
their connectedness is limited to a degree of 2 and thereby 
affects the resulting Node Rank values. However, multiple 
references to the same concept (noun) node will appear in 
the ROS as a single concept node – but referenced multiple 
times by each distinct relation node. Thus concept nodes 
have the greatest direct impact on the Node Rank values as 
a single concept node may be linked through many rela-
tions within a ROS. The mapping process avails of this 
referential structure when generating the largest graph-
mapping between two ROS.  

 To identify a pair of mapping nodes from the source 
to the target, we used structural similarity score (using the 
connectedness of the nodes) and the literal similarity score. 
Using structural similarity, we consider two nodes as can-
didate mapping nodes if they have a higher similarity 
score. Whereas, literal similarity calculates the similarity 
coefficient between two words and yields a value between 
0 and 1, where 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates 
complete similarity (synonym). This is achieved by using 
the Wu&Palmer (Wu and Palmer, 1994) WordNet-based 
similarity metric.  

The mapping algorithm firstly selects a pair of nodes 
P(sNode, tNode) from the source and the target respective-
ly, with the highest node ranked nodes being selected first. 
In this way, the algorithm focuses on highly connected 
nodes within the graph because they contribute most to the 
mapping and analogical inference activities. Secondly, the 
mapping process checks if the selected pair P(sNode, 
tNode)  is structurally feasible for analogical mapping. A 
structurally feasible pair contains a source node which has 
degree (in degree and out degree) greater than or equal to 
degree (in degree and the out degree) of the target node 
respectively. The comparison ensures the identification of 
a sub-graph or an isomorphic graph of the target graph in 
the source graph.  It further assesses the semantic similarity 
of the two nodes using Wu& Palmer. Next, mapping adds 
P(sNode, tNode) to the inter-domain map to incrementally 
build a mapping sub-graph, if P(sNode, tNode)  is feasible. 
The mapping stores the pair of mapping nodes along with 
their similarity scores.  
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The mapping process then generates new candidate 
mappings by expanding sNode and tNode of P(sNode, 
tNode) to their respective connected nodes that are not al-
ready expanded. By following the “subject” or “object” 
relationship path it reaches the connected nodes of the 
graph, incrementally adding these to the inter-domain 
mapping. After the candidate pairs are generated, they are 
ranked using their semantic similarity score. Ranking the 
candidate pairs will give us a chance to expand pairs with 
the highest semantic similarity first.  

After including all mappings arising from the initial root 
mapping, the process then resumes with the next highest 
ranked and unmapped predicates. The algorithm employs 
depth first search to expand the nodes in the graph to iden-
tify new mapping pairs. Finally, it selects the mapping that 
contains the largest sub-graph and returns the mapping 
nodes together with their semantic similarity score. 
 We now look at the results produced by generating a 
mapping between the “Karla” and “Zerdia” psychology 
materials listed above, with the corresponding ROS being 
depicted in Figure 3. We note that this simulation of hu-
man analogy process began with the same text materials 
that were presented to human subjects. This comparison is 
an example to focused creativity, where both the source 
and target have been pre-identified.  
 The mapping between “Karla” and “Zerdia” gives us 11 
mapped nodes between the source and target (Table 2). For 
example the noun node “Karla” maps to “Zerdia”, “Feath-
er” maps to “Computer” and “Hunter” maps to “Gagrach”. 
Such a mapping identifies analogous items between the 
source and the target and is crucial for transferring new 
knowledge form the source to the target.  In this specific 
example 50% of the nodes in the target ROS are mapped to 
the source ROS with an average Wu&Palmer similarity 
score of 0.56. The original domains can often include in-
formation that does not participate in the mapping, such as 
the (missile be-take-aim attack) in the Zerdia story. How-
ever the absence of this relation from the mapping is not 
terribly significant as it is an isolated fragment of infor-
mation and does not contribute largely to the main story – 
that contributes to the largest connected component of that 
ROS.  
 
Mapping Nouns Mapping Verbs 
Source Target Source      Target 
Hunter Gagrach Want Want 
Crude World Live Offer_to_sell 

Feather Computer Arrow_have Learn_to_make 
Want Country Glide_offer_to_give Be_attack 
Karla Zerdia Glide Promise_to_attack 

  Know Call 
Table 2: Mapping between “Karla” and “Zerdia”.  

Analogies within Graphics Collections 
To examine the mapping process, we used 10 papers from 
computer graphics domain. The abstracts of the papers 
were extracted and were processed using the previously 
described steps. Each ROS were mapped to the other 10 

ROS including itself. The most basic step is to compare a 
ROS against itself. For all the 10 papers Dr Inventor yields 
the highest number of mapped nodes when a ROS is com-
pared with itself – with all or almost all nodes being suc-
cessfully mapped. This could be considered as a very basic 
step toward the evaluation of the mapping component of 
Dr Inventor.  
 The mapping of a ROS against the remaining 9 ROS 
identifies pairs that have the highest mapping nodes and 
pairs that have the lowest mapping nodes. The most analo-
gous papers are those with large number of mapped nodes 
and highest similarity score. For example, the most similar 
non-identical mapping among the 10 papers is between 
“Bar-Net_Driven Skinning for Character Animation” and 
“Real Time Large Deformation Character Skinning in 
Hardware” with 14 mapping nodes and an average 
Wu&Plamer similarity score of 0.36. While the semantic 
similarity score may appear quite low, this was achieved 
from within a small collection of papers. We conducted a 
quick manual comparison between the abstracts of these 
papers and initial results indicate that these papers can be 
considered somewhat analogous to one another as for ex-
ample, both papers present different approaches to the 
computer graphic topics of “skinning”. This analogy arose 
from the desire to identifying the largest mapping with the 
strongest semantic similarity from within the 10 papers 
however, the next section will discuss a more creative Use 
Case scenario.  
 The lowest mapping occurs between the papers “Curve 
Skeleton Skinning for Human and Creature Character” 
and “Pose Space Deformation: A Unified Approach to 
Shape Interpolation and Skeleton-Driven Deformation” 
with 5 mapping nodes and average similarity of 0.35. The 
mapping process, as it is expected, is not symmetrical, i.e. 
mapping between (S, T) may not be the same as mapping 
between (T, S). For example, saying “a man is like a pig” 
is not the same as saying that “a pig is like a man”!  How-
ever, in this specific data set, it does not significantly affect 
the highest mapping node pairs.  

Analogical Inference and Pattern Completion 
Once we find a mapping between the two ROS, the next 
phase is to generate the resulting inferences by applying a 
“pattern completion” process to that mapping. This adds 
the newly inferred information to the target ROS to pro-
duce the new interpretation of that concept. In the explora-
tory analogy mapping process, the user may be interested 
to explore all the candidate nodes once he/she knows the 
existence of analogy between the source and the target.   

Creativity Support and Evaluation in Dr Inventor  
Dr Inventor is focused firstly on operating as a Creativity 
Support Tool (CST) and secondly, as a simulation of the 
analogy process. Shneiderman (2007) noted that there are 
no obvious metrics to quantify for CST's and this problem 
lies at the core of creativity assessment and evaluation. The 
following two approaches are useful to evaluate the level 
of creativity support provided by Dr Inventor.  
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 Among the functionality being developed for Dr Inven-
tor is an “Inspire Me” Use Case, enabling users to creative-
ly re-interpret one of their own papers. This will be 
achieved by using the paper as a target and searching the 
archive for papers that can act as a creative source domain, 
forming a large and semantically well-balanced mapping 
by making use of the topological structure of each ROS. Dr 
Inventor will identify and present to the user those analo-
gies offering a collection of novel inferences that highlight 
the potential benefits of adopting this creative analogical 
comparison. Internal metrics will serve to select the most 
promising analogies to present to users, assessing the struc-
tural and semantic foundations of the comparison.  
 Implicit feedback on the presented analogies will be 
gathered by the user interface, enabling comparative evalu-
ation of different comparisons by monitoring user engage-
ment. Explicit user feedback also plays a very important 
role in evaluating Dr Inventor, using experts in computer 
graphics for evaluation. The Creative Support Index (CSI) 
(Cherry and Latulipe, 2014) is a psychometric survey that 
will serve to assess the creativity support provided by Dr 
Inventor. It is quick and easy to administer and is com-
posed of two sections; a rating scale section and a paired-
factor comparison section. It identifies 6 major factors of 
creativity, namely: enjoyment, exploration, expressiveness, 
immersion, results worth effort and collaboration. Under 
each of the factors, CSI asks two questions that are rated 
between 0 and 10, where 0 indicates the lowest value and 
10 indicate the highest achievement. The paired-factor 
comparison section consists of each factor paired against 
every other factor for a total of 15 comparisons. As Dr In-
ventor will support users with different levels of expertise 
(first year PhD students to experienced Professors), this 
factor in particular will have to be controlled monitored 
during the evaluation process.  
 The Creative Achievement Questionnaire (CAQ) 
(Carson, Peterson and Higgins, 2005) is a very broad and 
general creativity assessment technique. Within the context 
of Dr Inventor, achievements appear to be primarily as-
sessed by qualifying the number of published scientific 
papers. But the CAQ provides poor coverage of lower lev-
els of creative achievement (before publication) that could 
guide development of the Dr Inventor project. However, 
the CAQ might be useful for the final evaluation of Dr 
Inventor.  
 We also note that (Jordanous, 2014) identifies five crite-
ria to support meta-evaluation of computational creativity 
per se, as opposed to our current focus on Dr Inventor as a 
creativity support tool.  

Summary and Conclusions 

Dr Inventor is a computationally creative model that acts 
as both a simulation of human creative reasoning and also 
as a creativity support tool. We described how Dr Inventor 
performs text extraction from research publications pre-
sented in pdf format, describing how it addresses many 
complications that result from use of the pdf format. The 
dependency parser was described, as was the process of 

constructing the graph representation used by the core 
model. Some peculiarities of the resulting graphs were 
noted, particularly the extreme rarity of identifiable higher-
order causal relations. Some implications were noted the 
process of identifying the inter-domain correspondence. 
The text used from human psychological trials showed the 
ability of Dr Inventor to generate comparison using these 
same textual materials. Results for other Research Objects 
were outlined.  
 The mapping and evaluation process uses ontological 
information as a preference criterion to choose compari-
sons with the greatest potential for creativity on Dr Inven-
tor users. Ontology also opens the way to re-describe the 
original documents, highlight the identified similarities. 
While this work is ongoing, it opens the way for early 
evaluation of Dr Inventor by comparing the impact upon 
users of creatively re-interpreted documents. 
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